Abstract. We show a hardness-preserving construction of a PRF from any length doubling PRG which improves upon known constructions whenever we can put a non-trivial upper bound q on the number of queries to the PRF. Our construction requires only O(log q) invocations to the underlying PRG with each query. In comparison, the number of invocations by the best previous hardness-preserving construction (GGM using Levin's trick) is logarithmic in the hardness of the PRG. For example, starting from an exponentially secure PRG {0, 1} n → {0, 1}
Introduction
In 1984, the notion of pseudorandom functions was introduced in the seminal work of Goldreich, Goldwasser and Micali [10] . Informally speaking, a pseudorandom function (PRF) is a keyed function F : {0, 1} n × {0, 1} m → {0, 1} n , such that no efficient oracle aided adversary can distinguish whether the oracle implements a uniformly random function, or is instantiated with F(k, .) for a random key k ← {0, 1}
n . PRFs can be used to realize a shared random function, which has found many applications in cryptography [9, 7, 8, 2, 16, 15, 12] .
Goldreich et al. [10] gave the first construction of a PRF from any lengthdoubling pseudorandom generator G : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} 2n ; this is known as the GGM construction. In this work, we revisit this classical result. Although we will state the security of all constructions considered in a precise quantitative way, it helps to think in asymptotic terms to see the qualitative differences between constructions. In the discussion below, we will therefore think of n as a parameter (and assume the PRG G is defined for all input lengths n ∈ N, and not just say n = 128). Moreover, for concreteness we assume that G is exponentially hard, that is, for some constant c > 0 and all sufficiently large n, no adversary of size 2 cn can distinguish G(U n ) from U 2n (where U n denotes a variable with uniform distribution over {0, 1} n ) with advantage more than 2 −cn . We will also refer to this as "G having cn bits of security".
The GGM construction GGM G : {0, 1} n × {0, 1} m → {0, 1} n is hardness preserving, which means that if the underlying PRG G has cn bits of security, it has c ′ n bits of security for some 0 < c ′ < c. The domain size {0, 1} m can be arbitrary, but the efficiency of the construction depends crucially on m as every invocation of GGM G requires m calls to the underlying PRG G.
Levin [13] proposed a modified construction which improves efficiency for long inputs: first hash the long m-bit input to a short u-bit string using a universal hash function h : {0, 1} m → {0, 1} u , and only then use the GGM construction on this short u-bit string. The smaller a u we choose, the better the efficiency. If we just want to achieve security against polynomial size adversaries, then a super-logarithmic u = ω(log n) will do. But if we care about exponential security and want this construction to be hardness preserving, then we must choose a u = Ω(n) that is linear in n. Thus, the best hardness-preserving construction of a PRF F G from a length-doubling PRG G requires Θ(n) invocations of G for every query to F (unless the domain m = o(n) is sublinear, then we can use the basic GGM construction.) In this work we ask if one can improve upon this construction in terms of efficiency. We believe that in this generality, the answer actually is no, and state this explicitly as a conjecture. But our main result is a new construction which dramatically improves efficiency in many practical settings, namely, whenever we can put a bound on the number of queries the adversary can make.
In the discussion above, we didn't treat the number of queries an adversary can make as a parameter. Of course, the size of the adversary considered is an upper bound on the number of queries, but in many practical settings, the number of outputs an adversary can see is tiny compared to its computational resources.
For example consider an adversary of size 2 cn who can make only q = 2 √ n ≪ 2 cn queries to the PRF. If the domain of the PRF is small, m = Θ( √ n), then using GGM we get a hardness-preserving construction with efficiency Θ( √ n) (where efficiency is measured by the number of queries to G per invocation of the PRF.) If we want a larger domain m = ω( √ n), then the efficiency drops to m = ω( √ n). We can get efficiency Θ(n) regardless of how large m is by using Levin's trick, but cannot go below that without sacrificing hardness preservation.
In this paper we give a hardness-preserving construction which, for any input length m, achieves efficiency Θ( √ n). The construction works also for other settings of the parameters. In particular, for q = 2 n ǫ (note that above we considered the case ǫ = 1/2) we get a construction with efficiency Θ(log q) = Θ(n ǫ ). Actually, this is only true for ǫ ≥ 1/2; whether there exists a hardness-preserving black-box construction with efficiency Θ(log q) for q = 2 n ǫ where ǫ < 1/2 is an interesting open question.
Other Applications. Although we described our result as an improved reduction from PRFs to PRGs, the main idea is more general. Viewing it differently, ours is a new technique for extending the domain of a PRF. If we apply our technique to PRFs with an input domain of length ℓ bits, Levin's trick would require roughly a domain of size ℓ 2 to achieve a comparable quality of hardness preservation. This technique can be used to give more efficient constructions in other settings, for example to the work of Naor and Reingold [18] who construct PRFs computable by low depth circuits from so called pseudorandom synthesizer (PRS), which is an object stronger than a PRG, but weaker than a full blown PRF. Very briefly, [18] gives a hardness-preserving construction of a PRF from PRS which can be computed making Θ(n) queries to the PRS in depth Θ(log n) (GGM also makes Θ(n) queries, but sequentially, i.e. has depth Θ(n); on the other hand, GGM only needs a PRG, not a PRS as building block). Our domain extension technique can also be used to improve on the Naor-Reingold construction, and improves efficiency from Θ(n) to Θ(log q) = Θ(n ǫ ) whenever one can put an upper bound q = 2 n ǫ (ǫ ≥ 1/2) on the number of adversarial queries.
Subsequent to [18] , several number-theoretic constructions of PRFs have been proposed, inspired by the PRS based construction and GGM [19, 20, 14, 5, 1] . In particular, in [19] , Naor and Reingold gave an efficient construction of a PRF from the DDH assumption that requires only n multiplications and one exponentiation instead of the n exponentiations required for GGM or the PRS based construction. This is achieved by exploiting particular properties of the underlying assumptions like the self reducibility of DDH. Our technique does not seem to be directly applicable to improve upon these constructions [19] .
The Construction. Before we describe our construction in more detail, it is instructive to see why the universal hash-function h : {0, 1} m → {0, 1} u used for Levin's trick must have range u = Ω(n) to be hardness-preserving. Consider any two queries x i and x j made by the adversary. If we have a collision h(x i ) = h(x j ) for the initial hashing, then the outputs GGM G (k, h(x i )) = GGM G (k, h(x j )) of the PRF will also collide. To get exponential security, we need this collision probability to be exponentially small. The probability for such a collision depends on the range u and is Pr h [h(x i ) = h(x j )] = 2 −u . So we must choose u = Θ(n) to make this term exponentially small. Similar to Levin's trick, we also use a hash function h : {0, 1} m → {0, 1} t to hash the input down to t = 3 log q bits (Recall that q is an upper bound on the queries to the PRF, so if say q = 2 √ n , then t = 3 √ n.) As discussed earlier, the collision probability with such a short output length will not be exponentially small. However, we can prove something weaker, namely, if h is t-wise independent, then the probability that we have a t + 1-wise collision (i.e. any t + 1 of the q inputs hash down to the same value.) is exponentially small.
Next, the hashed value x ′ i = h(x i ) is used as input to the standard GGM PRF to compute x
Note, however, that we can't simply set x ′′ i as the output of our PRF because several of the inputs x 1 , . . . , x q can be mapped by h to the same x ′ , and thus also the same x ′′ , which would not look random at all.
We solve this problem by using
to sample a t-wise independent hash function h i . The final output z i := h i (x i ) is then computed by hashing the original input x i using this h i . Note that with very high probability, for every i, at most t ′ ≤ t different x i1 , . . . , x i t ′ will map to the same t-wise independent h i . Thus, the corresponding outputs h i (x i1 ), . . . , h i (x i t ′ ) will be random.
The invocation of the GGM construction and the sampling of h i from x ′′ i
can both be done with Θ(t) invocations of G, thus we get an overall efficiency of Θ( √ n).
Preliminaries
Variables, Sets and Sampling. By lowercase letters we denote values and bit strings, by uppercase letters we denote random variables and by uppercase calligraphic letters we denote sets. Specifically, by U m we denote the random variable which takes values uniformly at random from the set of bit strings of length m and by R m,n the set of all functions F : {0, 1} m → {0, 1} n . If X is a set, then by X t we denote the t'th direct product of X , i.e., (X 1 , . . . , X t ) of t identical copies of X . If X is a random variable, then by X (t) we denote the random variable which consists of t independent copies of X. By x ← X we denote the fact that x was chosen according to the random variable X and analogously by x ← X , that x was chosen uniformly at random from set X .
Computational/Statisical Indistinguishability. For random variables X 0 , X 1 distributed over some set X , we write X 0 ∼ X 1 to denote that they are identically distributed, we write X 0 ∼ δ X 1 to denote that they have statistical distance δ, i.e. 
In informal discussions we will also use ∼ s to denote statistical closeness (i.e. ∼ δ for some "small" δ) and ∼ c to denote computational indistinguishability (i.e. ∼ (δ,s) for some "large" s and "small" δ.)
Definitions
We will need two information theoretic notions of hash functions, namely, δ-universal and t-wise independent hash functions. Informally, a hash function is t-wise independent if its output is uniform on any t distinct inputs. A function is δ-universal if any two inputs collide with probability at most δ.
Universal hash functions were studied in [6, 21] , who also gave explicit constructions.
Proposition 1.
For any m, n there exists a 2 −n+1 -universal hash function with key length ℓ = 4(n + log m). Further, no such function can be δ-universal for δ < 2 −n−1 .
Definition 2 (t-wise independent hash function family
n is t-wise independent, if for every t distinct inputs x 1 , . . . , x t ∈ {0, 1} m and a random key k ← {0, 1} ℓ the outputs are uniform, i.e.
Proposition 2. For any t, m, n ≤ m there exits a t-wise independent hash function with key length ℓ = m · t.
Remark 1.
Note that 2-wise independence implies 2 −n -universality. The reason to consider the notion of δ-universality for δ > 2 −n is that it can be achieved with keys of length linear in the output, as opposed to the input.
Definition 3 (PRG[4,22]). A length-increasing function
We say G has σ bits of security if G is (2 −σ , 2 σ )-hard. G is exponentially hard if it has cn bits of security for some c > 0, and G is sub-exponentially hard if it has cn ǫ bits of security for some c > 0, ǫ > 0.
The following lemma, which follows from a standard hybrid argument, will be useful. 
F has σ bits of security againstueries if F is (q, 2 −σ , 2 σ ) secure. If q is not explicitly specified, it is unbounded (the size 2 σ of the distinguisher considered is a trivial upper bound on q.)
The GGM construction
Goldreich, Goldwasser and Micali [10] gave the first construction of a PRF from any length doubling PRG. We describe their simple construction below.
For a length-doubling function G : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} 2n and m ∈ N, let GGM G :
n is a (q, δ, s)-hard PRF where
Levin's trick
One invocation of the GGM construction
n requires m invocations of the underlying PRG G, so the efficiency of the PRF depends linearly on the input length m. Levin observed that the efficiency can be improved if one first hashes the input using a universal hash function. Using this trick one gets a PRF on long m-bit inputs at the cost of evaluating a PRF on "short" u bit inputs plus the cost of hashing the m-bit string down to u bits.
is a (q, δ, s)-hard PRF where
Hardness Preserving and Good Constructions
Definition 5 (Hardness Preserving Construction). A construction F * of a PRF from a PRG is hardness preserving up to q = q(n) queries, if for every constant c > 0, ǫ > 0 there is a constant c ′ > 0 and n ′ ∈ Z such that for all n ≥ n ′ : if G is of polynomial size and has cn ǫ bits of security, F has c ′ n ǫ bits of security againstueries. It is hardness preserving if it is hardness preserving for any q.
If the above holds for every c ′ < c, we say that it is strongly hardness preserving.
Proposition 5. The GGM construction is hardness preserving, more concretely (1) if G has cn
ǫ bits of security, GGM G has c ′ n ǫ bits of security for any c ′ < c/2 (2) GGM for q = n ǫ ′ , ǫ ′ < ǫ queries is strongly hardness preserving.
Proof. By eq. (1), if G has cn ǫ bits of security, then the GGM construction has min{cn ǫ − log(q) − log(m), cn ǫ − log |G| − log(m)}
bits of security. To see (1), we observe that for any c ′ < c/2 eq. (3) is c ′ n ǫ for sufficiently large n as required (using that m and |G| are polynomial in n and q = 2 c ′ n .) To see (2) observe that for log(q) = n ǫ ′ where ǫ ′ < ǫ, the term eq.(3) is c ′ n ǫ for sufficiently large n and every c ′ < c.
Recall that one invocation of GGM requires m invocations of the underlying PRG, where m must be at least ⌈log(q)⌉. We conjecture that Ω(log(q)) invocations are necessary for any hardness preserving construction.
Conjecture 1. Any construction
n that preserves hardness forueries and has a black-box security proof must make Ω(log q) invocation to G per invocation of F G .
In the appendix we give some intuition as why we believe this conjecture holds. We show that the standard black-box security proof technique as used e.g. for GGM will not work for constructions making o(log q) invocations.
Definition 6 ((Very) Good Construction). We call a construction as in Definition 5 good for q queries, if it is hardness preserving up to q queries and each invocation of F G results in O(log q) invocations of G. We call it very good, if it is even strongly hardness-preserving.
Thus, GGM G is good as long as the domain m is in O(log q), but not if we need a large domain m = ω(log q). Let's look at Levin's construction.
Proposition 6. The GGM construction with Levin's trick
GGM h G (with h : {0, 1} ℓ × {0, 1} m → {0, 1} u
as in Proposition 4) is hardness preserving if and only if u is linear in the security of the underlying PRG (e.g. u has to be linear in n if G is exponentially hard.)
Proof. For concreteness, we assume G is exponentially hard, the proof is easily adapted to the general case. The number of queries to G per invocation of GGM h G is u, where {0, 1} u is the range of the δ h universal hash function. By eq. (2), GGM h G has security δ = q 2 · δ h + δ GGM G . To preserve exponential hardness, δ must be exponentially small. So also δ h ≤ δ must be exponentially small. By Proposition 1 δ h > 2 −u−1 , thus u must be linear in n.
Summing up, the GGM construction is hardness preserving for any q, but only good if the domain is restricted to m = O(log q) bits. By using Levin's trick, we can get a hardness preserving construction where u = Θ(n) (if G is exponentially hard), but this will only be a good construction forueries if q is also exponentially large.
In a practical setting we often know that a potential adversary will never see more than, say 2 √ n outputs of a PRF F G . If we need a large domain for the PRF, and would like the construction to preserve the exponential hardness of the underlying PRG G, then the best we can do is to use GGM with Levin's trick, which will invoke G a linear in n number of times with every query. Can we do better? If Conjecture 1 is true, then one needs Θ( √ n) invocations, which is much better than Θ(n). The main result in this paper is a construction matching this (conjectured) lower bound.
Our Construction
Rt,t·3n Let G : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} 2n be a length doubling function. For e ∈ N, we denote with G e : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} en the function that expands an n bit string to a en bits string using e − 1 invocations of G (this can be done sequentially, or in parallel in depth ⌈log e⌉.) We will use the following simple lemma which follows by a standard hybrid argument.
Lemma 2. Let G be a (δ, s)-hard PRG, then G e is a (e · δ, s−e · |G|)-hard PRG.
Further, our constructions uses a t-wise independent (cf. Proposition 2) hash function.
3n of a PRF which will be good for large ranges of q, on input a key k = k 0 k 1 (where k 0 ∈ {0, 1} t·3n and k 0 ∈ {0, 1} n ) and x ∈ {0, 1} 3n , computes the output as (X |t denotes the t bit prefix of X.)
Remark 2 (About the domain size and key-length).
This construction has a domain of 3n bits and key-length t · 3n + n. We can use Levin's trick to expand the domain to any m bits, and this will not affect the fact that the construction is good: by eq. (2) we get an additional q 2 ·δ h = q 2 /2 3n−1 term in the distinguishing advantage, which can be ignored compared to the other terms.
We can also use a short n-bit key (like in plain GGM) and then expand it to a longer t · 3n + n bit key with every invocation (if we use Levin's trick we will need an extra 4(3n + log m) bits.) This also will preserve the fact that the construction is good.
Theorem 1 (Main Theorem
Before we prove this Theorem, let's see what it implies for some concrete parameters. Assume G is (δ G = 2 −cn , s G = 2 cn )-hard and we want security against q = 2 √ n queries. If we set t := 3 log q then the construction is very good (cf. Def. 6):
-It makes 7t = 21 log(q) = O(log q) invocation to G per query to C G . -C G is strongly hardness preserving for q = 2 √ n queries. By eq.(4) we get The above argument works for any q = 2 n ǫ where 0.5 ≤ ǫ < 1. It also works if q is unbounded (i.e. ǫ = 1), but we only get normal (and not strong) hardnesspreservation. The argument fails for ǫ < 0.5, that is whenever q = 2 o( √ n) . Technically, the reason is that the q t /2 t required for hardness-preservation) when we set t = O(log q) (as required for a good construction.) It is an interesting open question if an optimal and hardness preserving construction with range ω(log(q)) exits for any q = 2 o √ n . Summing up, we get the following corollary of Theorem 1 Corollary 1. For any 0 < δ ≤ 1 and ǫ ∈ [δ/2, δ[, the construction C G (setting t := 3 log(q)) is very good for q = 2 n ǫ queries for any G with cn δ bits of security (for any c > 0.) It is good for ǫ = δ.
Proof (Proof of Theorem 1). Let D
* be any q-query distinguisher of size s. We denote with C 0 our construction C, with C 4 = R 3n,3n a random function and with C 1 , C 2 , C 3 intermediate constructions as shown in Figure 1 . With p(i) we denote the probability that D Ci(.) outputs 1 (where e.g. in C 0 the probability is over the choice of k 0 k 1 , in C 1 the probability is over the choice of k 0 and f ← R t,n , etc.)
Note that the advantage of D * in breaking C is δ = |p(0) − p(4)|, to prove the theorem we will show that
The last step follows from the four claims below.
We will construct a distinguisher D 1 for GGM G and R t,n , which is of size s G − q · t · |G| and has
3tn , and then runs D * where it answers its oracle queries by simulating C (using k 0 ), but replacing the GGM G invocation with its oracle O(.). In the end D 1 outputs the same as D. If O(.) = GGM G (k 1 , .) (for some random k 1 ) then this simulates C 0 , and if O(.) = R t,n it will simulate C 1 . Thus D 1 will distinguish GGM G and R t,n with exactly the same advantage > q · t · δ G that D has for C 0 and C 1 .
D 2 on input v 1 , . . . , v q ∈ {0, 1} 3tn , runs D * and answers its oracle queries by simulating C 1 , but replacing the output of G 3t with the v i 's (using a fresh v i for every query, except if x ′ appeared in a previous query, then it uses the same v i as in this previous query. If the v i 's have distribution G 3t (U n ) this perfectly simulates C 1 , and if they have distribution U 3tn this simulates C 2 . So D 2 has the same distinguishing advantage as D * has for C 1 and C 2 .
The proofs of the final two claims are completely information theoretic.
Proof (Proof of Claim). We claim that the distinguishing advantage of any (even computationally unbounded) q-query distinguisher for C 2 and C 3 is ≤ q 2 /2 n . We get C 3 from C 2 by replacing the two nested uniformly random functions f 2 (.) = R n,t·3n (R t,n (.)) with a single f 3 (.) = R t,t·3n (.). As each invocation of C 2 results in exactly one invocation of f 2 (.), the distinguishing advantage of the best q-query distinguisher for C 2 from C 3 can be upper bounded by the distinguishing advantage of the best such distinguisher for f 2 (.) and f 3 (.).
Let E denote the event that the q distinct queries x ′ 1 , . . . , x ′ q to f 2 (.) = R n,t·3n (R t,n (.)) do not contain a collision on the inner function, i.e. R t,n (x
Conditioned on E, the outputs of f 2 and f 3 have the same distribution, namely U
t·3n . Using this observation, we can bound (using e.g. Theorem 1.(i) in [17] or the "fundamental Lemma" from [3] ) 6 the distinguishing advantage of any q-query distinguisher for f 2 and f 3 by the probability that one can make the event E fail. This is the probability that q uniformly random elements from {0, 1} n (i.e. the outputs of the inner function) contain a collision. This probability can be upper bounded as q 2 /2 n .
Proof (Proof of Claim).
We claim that the distinguishing advantage of any (even computationally unbounded) q-query distinguisher for C 3 and C 4 is ≤ q t /2 t 2 . We will first prove this only for non-adaptive distinguishers. To show security against adaptive adversaries, security against adaptive adversaries will then follow by a result from [17] .
Let x 1 , . . . , x q denote the q distinct queries non-adaptively chosen by D * . Let E denote the event which holds if there is no t + 1-wise collision after the evaluation of the initial hash function h in C 3 . That is, there is no subset I ⊆ [q] of size |I| = t + 1 such that h(k 0 , x i ) = h(k 0 , x j ) for all i, j ∈ I. Below we show that conditioned on E, the outputs y 1 , . . . , y q (where y i := C 3 (x i )) are uniformly random, and thus have the same distribution like the outputs of C 4 . Using Theorem 1.(i) in [17] or the "fundamental Lemma" from [3] , this means we can upper bound the distinguishing advantage of any non-adaptive distinguisher for C 3 and C 4 by the the probability that the event E fails to hold. Which means we have a t + 1 wise collision in q t-wise independent strings over {0, 1}
t . This can be upper bounded as q t /2 t 2 .
7
We now show that the outputs of C 3 are uniform conditioned on E. Consider a subset J ⊆ [q] with |J | ≤ t such that h(k 0 , x i ) = h(k 0 , x j ) = a for all 6 Informally, the statement we use is the following: given two systems F and G and an event E defined for F , if F conditioned on E behaves exactly as G, then distinguishing F from G is at least as hard as making the event E fail. 7 The probability that any t particular strings in {0, 1} t collide is exactly (2 −t ) t−1 = 2 −t i, j ∈ J . The fact that R t,3tn (a) is a uniformly random together with the fact that h is a t-wise independent hash function implies that the joint distribution of (h(a, x i )) i∈J follows the uniform distribution. Now let J 1 , . . . , J q ′ be the subsets of [q] of size at most t, such that for j ∈ J i h(k 0 , x j ) = a i and all a i 's are distinct. The fact that (R t,3nt (a i )) i∈[q ′ ] follows the uniform distribution and J 1 , . . . , J q ′ are of size at most t implies that (h(R t,3nt (a i ), x i )) i∈ [q] follows the uniform distribution as well. So far, we only established the indistinguishability of C 3 and C 4 against nonadaptive distinguishers. We get the same bound for adaptive distinguishers using Theorem 2 from [17] , which (for our special case) states that adaptivity does not help if the outputs of the system (C 3 in our case) are uniform conditioned on the event we want to provoke. Very recently [11] found that the precondition stated in [17] is not sufficient, but one additionally requires that the probability of the event failing is independent of the outputs observed so far. Fortunately in our case (and also for all applications in [17] ) this stronger precondition is easily seen to be satisfied.
